Gym Divider/Curtain Nets
Netting.com.au are the specialists in Gym Divider Curtains. Our curtain divider nets are 100% Australian made,

durable for Australian conditions and are customised to fit any area. Divider nets are an important part of many

sports centres/halls and can be used indoors or outdoors for a variety of sports including soccer, basketball,

cricket and more.

The versatility of the curtain divider nets are the perfect solution for maximising the use of space without

expanding or rebuilding. The net allows large open spaces to be divided into smaller sections creating a visual

barrier courts/areas. This solution increases privacy between the spaces and minimises distractions between

the courts.

Motorised/Electric Winches

Netting.com.au use state of the art electric motors/winches, which are rated to deliver 1800 lbs of torque at 10 rpm.

This is equivalent to lifting a 270kg curtain diivider net at 13 fpm using a 2 3/8” diameter drive shaft. The available

travel is 80 revolutions of the output drum – the equivalent to lifting a distance of 50 feet using a 2 3/8” diameter

drive shaft. Built in North America, it is compact and weighs only 30kg allowing for unprecedented ease of

installation. All main frame components are e-coated and all exposed sub-components are plated for maximum

corrosion protection.

Sliding Track System

Our sliding track system comprises of a range of profile track sizes and components that bolt together to facilitate

movement for the opening and closing of curtain nets.

The track system can either be straight or curved depending on your requirements. They can be used for internal or

external applications and have a variety of brackets for various fixing methods.

There are many advantages of using Netting.com.au's track system:

* Easy to install, extend or move

* Free running, require minimal force to move the curtains

* Low maintenance, bearings and track do not need oiling

* High reliability

* Easy operation

* Tapered edge track profile means curtain hangers run smoothly and do not snag or bind

* Compact size - allowing for space utilisation

* Track profile designed to reduce build up of dust or grime

Net and Vinyl Choices

Netting.com.au stock only top quality nets and vinyl. We have a large range of colour choices available.

As we custom make every divider net to size, the client can match their choice to their company or school colours.

We are the installation specialists and can install worldwide or we can supply your nets and fittings for you to

install.

To discuss your gym divider/curtain net, please call David on +61 0413 940 722.
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